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ince the 1940s and 1950s, practitioners have 

utilized endosseous implants to provide 

functional support and esthetic enhancement for 
their patients. A particular advancement in 

implants has been the use of mini-dental implants 

("MDI") for single and multiple tooth replace-
ment. MDI were initially used in various forms 

for transitional and provisional purposes, but it 

has been subsequently established that these 
implants achieved osseo-integration. Since mini-

dental implants obtained United States Food and 

Drug Administration approval in 1999 for a 
patient’s ongoing and long-term use, there has 

been a significant increase in the number of MDI 

srrgeries performed. 
In addition to easier placement than tradi-

tional endosseous implants, the patient benefits 

of MDI are known to include reduced bleeding, 
placement into narrow ridges, immediate load-

ing, decreased post-operative discomfort and 

shortened healing time. 
Although there are clear benefits to using 

MDIs, there are contraindications, including  

current local infection, vascular impairment, 

uncontrolled diabetes, chronic high doses of 
steroids, clotting disorders, current anticoagu-

lant therapy, metabolic bone disease, and other 

metabolic or systemic disorders that would 
affect bone or wound healing. Complications 

associated with MDI placement include infec-

tion, closure failure, abscess formation, bone 
loss, soft tissue irregularities, implant failure and 

fractures due to excessive loading and placement 

of the MDI in patients with an inadequate 

amount of bone. 

OBTAINING INFORMED CONSENT 
PRIOR TO MDI SURGERY 

An MDI dental malpractice case frequently 

involves two claims for the jury to decide: (i) 
whether the practitioner departed from the stan-

dard of care prior to, during and/or after the 

MDI surgery and, as a result, caused injury to 
the patient; and (ii) whether the practitioner 

failed to secure the necessary and proper 
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informed consent from the patient prior to performing 
the MDI surgery and the lack of informed consent was a 
proximate cause of the patient’s injury. Given that these 
are two separate and distinct causes of action, a jury could 
find that the practitioner conformed to the standard of 
care during the course of the MDI surgery, and yet still 
award the patient damages after determining the patient 
was not fully informed by the practitioner of the risks, 
benefits and alternatives to the surgery. 

In order to understand the legal importance of 
obtaining informed consent from a patient prior to per-
forming MDI surgery, an examination of the statutory 
provision addressing the cause of action for the practi-
tioner’s alleged lack of informed consent in New York 
State must be made. 

In New York, a patient’s cause of action for lack of 
informed consent in a dental malpractice action arises 
from Public Health Law § 2805-d. Specifically, Public 
Health Law § 2805-d(1) defines lack of informed con-
sent as: 

� the failure of the person providing the profes-
sional treatment or diagnosis to disclose to the 
patient such alternatives thereto and the reason-
ably foreseeable risks and benefits involved as a 
reasonable.. .dental. . . practitioner under similar 
circumstances would have disclosed, in a man-
ner permitting the patient to make a knowl-
edgeable evaluation. 

Public Health Law § 2805-d(2) outlines when a 
plaintiff has a viable cause of action for lack of informed 
consent against the practitioner. The provision states: 

The right of action to recover for.., dental... 
malpractice based on a lack of informed consent 
is limited to those cases involving either (a) non-
emergency treatment, procedure or surgery, or 
(b) a diagnostic procedure which involved inva-
sion or disruption of the integrity of the body. 

Finally, Public Health Law § 2805-d(3) establishes 
the quantum of proof necessary on a claim brought pur-
suant to Public Health Law § 2805-d and provides that: 

For a cause of action, therefore, it must also be 
established that a reasonably prudent person in 

I lazzerta v. Vincenzi, 200 AD. 2d 209 (3d Dept. 1994) 
2 Block v. Singh. 2009 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 5101 (Sup. Cr. NY 2009) 

Torres v. Srolzenberg 2010 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS (Sup. Cr. NY 2010) 

the patient’s position would not have undergone 
the treatment or diagnosis if he had been fully 
informed and that the lack of informed consent 
is a proximate cause of the injury or condition 
for which recovery is sought. 

New York Courts have determined that a patient can 
maintain a cause of action for lack of informed consent 

in implant surgery cases. 123  Because MDI placement is 

a "non-emergent" surgery, the practitioner must obtain 
informed consent from the patient prior to performing 

the surgery. Specifically, in accordance with Public 
Health Law § 2805-d(1), the practitioner is required to 
discuss with the patient, at a minimum, the alternatives, 
"foreseeable" risks, and benefits of the MDI placement 
and surgery. 

While a practitioner may believe that having the 
patient consent to MDI surgery on the day it is per-
formed is sufficient, a jury will frequently find to the 
contrary. An informed consent discussion as early as the 
initial consultation provides the patient with a period of 
time to truly form a rational decision based on the infor-
mation provided by the practitioner. Furthermore, hav-
ing the discussion with the patient at such an early stage 
allows the jury to understand that the patient was pro-
vided the opportunity to fully commit to the placement 
of the MDI and surgery, thereby contradicting the 
patient’s claim at trial that he was under duress, coerced 
or not afforded proper time or sufficient information 
when he agreed to the procedure. 

The informed consent discussion with the patient 
should not be a boilerplate lecture by the practitioner of 
all of the risks, benefits and alternatives associated with 
the MDI and surgery. Rather, the practitioner should be 
fully aware of the patient’s medical and dental history 
and be prepared to tailor the conversation to that partic-
ular patient. For example, if the patient has a history of 
a clotting disorder or unique amount of bleeding during 
the performance of an extraction, the practitioner will 
inform the patient that while MDI surgery has a reduced 
rate of bleeding, there is an increased and foreseeable risk 
that she/he may experience excessive bleeding during 
and after the surgery due to the patient’s prior history. 
While the discussion is oriented toward the particular 
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patient, the practitioner cannot forego informing the 
patient of the most commonly experienced and foresee-

able risks associated with MDI placement and surgery. 
Specifically, the practitioner must communicate to the 
patient that infection, abscesses and fistulas can develop 
post-operatively; there may be difficultly with closure of 
the tissue at the location of the implant and surround-
ing surgical site; loss of bone at the implant site; the pos-
sibility of injury to adjacent teeth; and, most important-
ly, that the MDI could fail despite successful placement. 

In addition to addressing the particular risks associ-
ated with MDI and surgery, the patient must be 
informed of the benefits and alternative treatment 
options to MDI placement. With regard to the benefits 
of the MDI, the conversation should again be directed 
to the particular reason for selecting MDI placement, 
rather than the traditional implant or any other treat-
ment option available to the patient. Additionally, the 
practitioner should advise the patient that the known 
benefits of MDI include reduced bleeding during and 
after the surgery; immediate loading of the implant; 
decreased post-operative discomfort; shortened post-
operative healing time; and increased survival rate of the 
MDI. The practitioner must also advise the patient as 
to the alternatives of placing MDI, which would include 
rendering no treatment at all. The conversation address-
ing alternative courses of treatment also must be specif-
ic and reasonable for that particular patient. For exam- 

pie, the patient may be a candidate for a partial porce-
lain prosthesis (while another patient would not benefit 
from that prosthesis) and this treatment alternative 
should be provided to the patient and discussed by the 
practitioner. The purpose of providing the patient with 
the benefits of the MDI placement and the availability 
of other treatment options is to permit the patient, not 
the practitioner, to make a fully informed decision as 
to the dental treatment that will be performed on 
her/his mouth. 

Finally, it is advisable that the practitioner end the 
informed consent discussion by asking the patient 
whether she/he has any questions concerning the risks 
and benefits of the MDI placement and surgery or alter-
native treatment options that were discussed. This per-
mits the patient to inquire regarding anything she/he 
did not understand during the conversation; address 
concerns that she/he may have regarding MDI, per-
formance of the surgery or alternative courses of dental 
treatment; and feel like an active participant in the 
patient-dentist relationship. 

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENTATION 

While there is no particular requirement under 
Public Health Law § 2805-d that the informed consent 
discussion be documented in the office records or a sep-
arate "Informed Consent" form executed by the patient, 
such documentation should prevent the patient from 
denying at trial that the informed consent discussion 
took place. 

The American Dental Association, professional 
dental societies, and most insurance companies have 
"Informed Consent" forms which can be utilized by the 
practitioner to document the fact and actual content of 
the conversation with the patient. Although these forms 
are typically generic, "fill-in-the-blank" forms, tailoring 
the form to reflect the type of procedure to be per-
formed, the general and specific risks, the benefits and 
alternative treatment options discussed with the patient 
are preferable. Both the practitioner and the patient 
should sign and date the Informed Consent form, there-
by reflecting that the detailed conversation occurred; 
that the patient was informed as to the risks, benefits 
and alternative treatment of MDI placement and sur-
gery; and that all questions were asked and answered by 
the practitioner. Moreover, having a witness, such as a 
member of the office staff, execute the form at the time 
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it is signed by the practitioner and the patient, gives the 

defense attorney a distinct advantage at trial. Once the 

Informed Consent form is complete, it should be placed 

in the patient’s chart and an entry should also be made 

reflecting that the patient executed the form after a dis-

cussion pertaining to the risks, benefits and alternative 

treatments and all questions by the patient having been 

fully answered. 

By practicing defensive medicine as early as the ini-
tial consultation, engaging in a full discussion and 

obtaining an informed consent from the patient, the 

practitioner has now set a precedent which will follow 
throughout the MDI surgery and post-operative care 

and treatment. With the adoption of these measures, the 

practitioner is afforded the best defense to a lack of 
informed consent cause of action, and the practitioner 

has further strengthened the patient-dentist relationship 

crucial to good care. 

Jeffrey A. Shor is a Senior Partner at Martin 
Clearwater & Bell tip, whose practice 
encompasses all areas of medical and 
dental malpractice defense as well as the 
defense of professional liability actions. 
His case representation has been noted in 
New York Magazine and he is a frequently 
requested lecturer before various physi-
cian groups, professional liability insur -
ance companies and major area teaching 
hospitals. 

Ryan M. Donihue is a Partner at Martin 
Clearwater & Bell LLP. He focuses his prac-
tice on the defense of dentists, physicians, 
hospitals and laboratories in medical mal-
practice litigation and other health care 
issues. He also represents health care pro-
fessionals in professional disciplinary pro-
ceedings. Mr. Donihue has lectured on the 
defense of medical malpractice actions to 
health care professionals 
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MCB is a proven leader in the defense of dentists, periodontists, endodontists, 
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Li Malpractice actions 

� Investigations and hearings before the Office of Professional Discipline 
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BY: GREGORY J. RADOMISLI AND NANCY J. BLOCK 

r7 ur world has changed greatly in the past ten 
years. E-mail, voicemail, computers, laptops, 
PDAs, BlackBerrys, MP3 players, cell phones, 

digital cameras, instant messaging - and the list continues. 
All are a part of our everyday world. All are designed to 
make our professional and personal lives a bit easier --
everything and everyone at your fingertips in an instant. 
But is there a price for such convenience? When it comes 
to litigation and discovery; there may be a very real and 
very significant financial cost. 

Many of us enjoy these devices, as they allow us to 
offer immediate feedback and we can take pride in our 
responsiveness. Often, quick feedback is prioritized 
over accuracy. Likewise, as these devices are mostly 
utilized in private, it may be assumed that comments, 
suggestions and even playful give-and-take will remain 
confidential. This is not the case and cavalier attitudes 
should be tempered. 

Now, in many cases, electronically stored information 
(ESI) is as discoverable as the patient’s paper chart. It is, 
therefore, imperative that all potentially relevant electron-
ic information be preserved as soon as litigation is reason-
ably anticipated. As Judge Shira Scheindlin stated in her 
most recent opinion on electronic discovery, "In the era 
where vast amounts of electronic information is available 
for review, discovery in certain cases has become increas-
ingly complex and expensive. Courts cannot and do not 
expect that any party can meet a standard of perfection. 
Nonetheless, the courts have a right to expect that litigants 
and counsel will take the necessary steps to ensure that rel-
evant records are preserved when litigation is reasonably 
anticipated, and that such records are collected, reviewed, 
and produced to the opposing party." The Pension 
Committee of the University of Montreal Pension Plan, v. 
Banc ofAinerica Securities, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1839. 

Thus, it is critical that when litigation is reasonably 
anticipated, all steps are taken to preserve all relevant 
electronic data. A Litigation Hold Notice should be 
immediately issued and directed to all practitioners and 
staff who are potentially involved. Judge Scheindlin 
reminds us of the harsh consequences for failing to pre-
serve potentially relevant electronic information when 
she adds in her decision, "The duty to preserve means 
what it says and that a failure to preserve records - 
paper or electronic - and to search in the right place for 
those records, will inevitably result in the spoliation of  

evidence." The Pension Committee, supra. 
It is also important to consider what electronic infor-

mation, at minimum, must be preserved. Electronically 
stored information includes, but is not limited to, patient 
electronic medical records and radiology images stored on 
a computer, but may also include e-mail to/from the 

patient, e-mail to/from other medical providers about the 
patient, electronic calendars showing patient appoint-
ments, and so forth. The scope of what can be considered 
relevant electronic information is therefore much broader 
than "old fashioned" medical records, and includes a lot of 
documentation that might not ordinarily be considered 
part of a patient’s "chart." Practitioners should be cau-
tioned that this electronic information may be accessible 
even years later and is more than likely subject to disclo-

sure in a malpractice suit. Thus, electronic communica-
tion to patients and colleagues should be as thoughtful as 
the entries in the patient’s paper chart. 

POTENTIAL PITFALLS IN 
ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS 

Not only must records be preserved, but when pro-
ducing electronic medical records, a healthcare provider 
must be aware that they are also producing data which 
would indicate whether a patient’s records have been 
changed or whether entries have been amended. In con-
trast to paper records, where one might cross out a word 
and write "error," a party reviewing the hard copy print-
out of an electronic medical chart will not necessarily 
know that there was a change in the record unless the 
computer data is accessed. Moreover, the notes in some 

medical records may indicate "amended" or "revised," but 
only the most recent version of the note will be printed in 
hard copy. Those notations will inevitably tip off plain-
tiffs’ attorneys to ask for that earlier information. Given 
that metadata (data about data) can show who did what, 
when and where, producing the electronic data will 
allow plaintiffs’ attorneys to determine the number of 
times the note has been changed or amended, when the 
notes were changed or amended (e.g., several days later 
or an hour later), particularly in relation to what events 
occurred between the times the notes were amended, 
and where the notes were amended (if changes were 
made from home through an outside non-work affili-
ated remote connection, for example, plaintiffs’ attor- 

ELECTRON IC DISCOVERY.. Co,,tinoed on page 6 
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neys could request discovery of the healthcare provider’s 
personal computer). 

Significantly, when responding to such a request, the 
healthcare provider may not just have to produce the com-
puter data for the amended notes, but may also have to 
produce the computer data for the entire record to be sure 
that no other changes were made. 

Generally, when a physician, nurse, or other health-
care provider at a hospital accesses a patient’s electronic 
records, that person will have to identify themseif and 
there will be electronic data indicating that the person 
looked at the patient’s records, even if the individual did 
not make a note in those records. That data may establish 
that the physician was either on the premises�or not; 
what other healthcare providers were aware of the patient’s 
condition and what steps, if any, those healthcare providers 
took; what other healthcare providers were involved with 
the patient even if they did not make a note in the chart; 
whether protocols were followed (e.g., if a nurse has to 
check on a patient and make a note every 15 minutes); and 
how much of a patient’s prior records were reviewed before 
treatment. In that regard, it will be easier to show when a 
healthcare provider failed to access a patient’s history, and 
thereby would be vulnerable to the allegation that she did 
not consider the patient’s history when evaluating and 
treating the patient. Conversely, it will be easier to defend 
that allegation if the electronic records demonstrate that a 
physician did access the patient’s chart. 

With the advent of electronic records, often institu-
tions utilize "templates" which direct the practitioner 
through the completion of a note. This could make it look 
like a healthcare provider is "going through the motions," 
rather than actually assessing the patient’s condition. 
Moreover, some electronic medical records will have "drop 
down menus" from which options can be chosen. Those 
options may be limited, forcing the healthcare provider to 
pick the closest answer instead of exactly what is needed. 

Furthermore, the healthcare provider could make a 
mistake when making a selection, thus erroneously 
documenting the chart. Similarly, it is much easier to 
"cut and paste" electronic records, so errors in the med-
ical record, such as an incorrect history, will be carried 
over repeatedly. Again, care should be taken when cre-
ating electronic records. 

For centuries, it has been noted that while progress 
can increase productivity, it is not without its perils. As 
healthcare providers increasingly make the transition 
from paper to electronic records, they should be aware 
that convenience may have a cost. Nevertheless, with 
proper preservation and understanding as to potential 
discoverability of electronic information, those costs can 
be alleviated. 

Gregory J. Radomisli is a Partner with 
Martin Clearwater & Bell up and focuses 
his practice on all aspects of medical, 
psychiatric and legal malpractice defense, 
as well as civil rights defense and nursing 
home defense. Mr. Radomisli has written 
on the topic of electronic discovery, and 
has given presentations on the particular 
issues electronic discovery presents in 
light of the burgeoning transition health-
care providers are making to electronic 

GREGORY J. RADOMISLI medical records, including at the Master’s 
Conference in Washington, DC. 

Nancy J. Block is a Partner with Martin 
Clearwater & Bell up. Her practice encom-
passes all aspects of medical malpractice 
litigation from inception through trail. She 
has defended some of the firm’s largest 
hospital clients as well as individual physi-
cians. She has worked extensively in com-
plex multiparty federal and state litigation 
and is well versed in the requirements of 
electronic discovery and the preservation 
of electronically stored information and 
advises on these issues. 
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MANAGING SPOLIATION SANCTIONS 
BY: JOHN L.A. LYDDANE AND ELLEN B. FISHMAN 

poliation of evidence has long been remedied 
by the courts where the destruction of evi- 
dence by one party gives it an unfair advantage 

over other parties. The attention of the medical malpractice 
bar was drawn to this topic by the decision in Bag/Jo v. St. 
Johth Queens Hospital I After the decision in Bag/Jo, med-
ical malpractice complaints appeared with separate causes 
of action for spoliation, before it was clear that any records 
were lost. This is despite the fact that the courts do not rec-
ognize spoliation as an independent tort. Met1fi’ Auto 6-
Home v. Joe Basil Chevrolet, Inc. 2  

The sheer magnitude of the potential damages in the 
Bag/io case assured that it would not be ignored. The case 
involved the delivery of an infant by an attending obstetri-
cian at the defendant Hospital, and the treatment decisions 
appeared to have been made by the patient’s obstetrician. 
Once the Hospital could not produce the critical fetal 
monitor tracings, however, the prospect of a defensible 
position in a case with multimillion dollar exposure was 
replaced by the prospect of an inquest. 

The lower court in Baglio had denied the plaintiff’s 
motion to strike the answer of the defendant Hospital. In 
reversing and ordering that the Hospital’s answer be strick-
en, the Appellate Division observed that 

It is well settled that when a party negligently loses 
or intentionally destroys key evidence thereby 
depriving the non-responsible party from being 
able to prove its claim or defense, the responsible 
party may be sanctioned by the striking of its 
pleading. 3  

When this ultimate sanction is employed, the action is 
not determined on its merits. Consequently, there is a nat-
ural reluctance to employ the extreme option, when there 
are lesser options that may be more appropriately applied 
to a given case. 

It is up to the attorney for the purported spoliator to 
assure that no sanctions are applied unless warranted and 
that when warranted, only the appropriate sanction is 
applied. 

LOSS OF EVIDENCE 

Surprisingly, the spoliation issue has on occasion 
reached the Appellate Division level without any indication  

that evidence has actually been lost. Most recently, in Gotto 
v. Eusebe-Carter,4  the Appellate Division, Second 
Department, vacated the order striking the defendant’s 
answer, finding it plausible that the fetal monitor tracings 
were never captured owing to a system malfunction. 
Similarly, in Lisa E.G. v. Genesee Hospitab 5  the spoliation 
sanction was denied based on the absence of proof that the 
subject evidence ever existed. In Osinski v. Taefi, 6  the trial 
court was found to have properly denied plaintiff’s 
request for an adverse jury charge where the records of 
the prenatal care of the mother of the prematurely born 
infant plaintiff were not available at trial. The Appellate 
Division found that the doctor had transferred all 
patients’ records to the Hospital that had purchased his 
practice, and there was no proof that the records had 
been destroyed. 

INTENTIONAL OR NEGLIGENT 

It is the rare case in which it is shown that the 
destruction of evidence was intentional, so it is not sur-
prising that most of the published decisions deal with 
negligent loss or destruction of evidence. Here, it is 
important to observe that although the evidence may 
arguably have been under the control of the party; if it 
was not actually in the party’s exclusive control, sanc-
tions may not be imposed. Otherwise, where multiple 
parties have access to the same potential evidence, the 
law might give incentive to one who would consider dis-
posing of evidence belonging to another. 

In Payano v. Mil/brook  Properties, Ltd., 7  it appears 
that the plaintiff’s non-party surgeon had possession 
of the MRI films when they were lost, and the 
Appellate Division reversed the lower court’s order 
precluding causation proof from being offered by the 
plaintiff at trial. In similar fashion, the Appellate 
Division, First Department, in Myers v. Sad/ov, 8  
affirmed the denial of an order of preclusion at trial 
where it was the treating MRI facility which corrupt-
ed the data and destroyed the images of the MRI scan 
of the patient’s cervical spine. 

In circumstances where there are routinely employed 
record retention policies, spoliation sanctions may not be 
warranted even though records have been destroyed. In 

MANAGING SPOLIATION SANCTIONS Continued on page 8 

l 303 AD.2d 341 (2d Dept. 2003). 	 ’ 69 A.D.2d 566 (2d Dept. 2010). 	 7 39 AD.3d 518 (2d Dept. 2007). 
2 1 N.Y.3d 478 (2004). 	 5 48 A.D.3d 1064 (4th Dept. 2008). 	 8 16 A.D.3d 257 (1st Dept. 2005). 

303 A.D.2d at 342. 	 6 13 A.D.3d 1295 (4th Dept. 2004). 
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Hemingway v. IVYCHHC, 9  the trial court’s denial of a 
motion to strike the defendant’s answer was upheld, where 
it was shown that the defendant had disposed of blood 
donor records in a manner consistent with regulatory 
requirements before the negligent donor screening theory 
had been advanced by the plaintiff. Even where there were 
two temporary restraining orders directing the defendant 
Hospital not to dispose of the laboratory specimens 
taken in the course of treatment of plaintiff’s decedent, 
the court in Geffner v. North Shore University 
Hospital 10  declined to find a willful or contumacious 
act and denied spoliation sanctions. Where the identi-
ty of a foreign body removed at surgery was in issue, in 
Diaz v. Rose, 11  the answer was stricken by the lower 
court, but the Appellate Division found that no spoli-
ation sanction was warranted by the Hospital’s dispos-
al of the foreign body. Where a portion of a hospital 
chart was lost in the process of microfilming in 
Tawedros v. St. Vincent Hospita4 12  neither the lower 
court nor the Appellate Division agreed that the 
Hospital’s answer should be stricken. 

CRUCIAL EVIDENCE 

Sanctions should not be imposed against a litigant 
whose negligence has resulted in the loss of evidence that 
is immaterial to the outcome of an important issue in the 
case. Where the plaintiff’s expert report identified the 
issue as negligent manufacture of a bicycle fork/shock 
assembly, the Appellate Division in Neal v. Easton 
Aluminum, Inc., 13  reversed the lower court and dismissed 
the complaint after counsel for the plaintiff showed that 
the bicycle had been reported stolen. The influential fact 
was that the plaintiff had negligently lost a key piece of 
evidence which was crucial to the defense. In Randolph v. 
Warn eke, 14  the Appellate Division found that plaintiff’s 
loss of his cervical spine MRI images was so prejudicial to 
the defendant that the claims relating to the cervical spine 
should be dismissed. 

The courts will examine closely the importance of the 
lost evidence before deciding which, if any, spoliation 
sanction should apply. In Wetzler v. Sisters of Charity 
Hospita4 15  the trial court struck the answers of the 
Hospital and a physician on spoliation grounds, yet the 
Appellate Division reversed and granted a new trial because 
where negligent spoliation does not deprive an opponent 
of the ability to establish his cause, less drastic remedies are 
appropriate. A similar rationale was employed by both the 

	

10 57A.D.3d 839 (2d Dept. 2008). 	13 15 kD.3d 459 (2d Dept. 2005). 

	

40 A.D.3d 429 (1st Dept. 2007). 	14 1 A.D.3d 731 (3d Dept. 2003). 

	

12 281 A.D.2d 184 (1st Dept. 2001). 	15 17A.D.3d 1088 (4th Dept. 2005). 

lower court and the Appellate Division in Bjorke v. 
Rubenstein, 16  in denying motions to dismiss the complaint 
of a patient who had lost the films borrowed from one 
of the defendants. The same reasoning was applied in 
Tan P. St. Vincent’s Hospita4 17  where the cytology slides 
were lost and the issue was whether there was a misdiag-
nosis of cancer. 

On the issue of whether the lost evidence was crucial, 
the plaintiff in Baglio used to her advantage the affidavit of 
an obstetrical expert to establish the fact that the missing 
fetal monitor tracings were the "most critical evidence to 
determine fetal wellbeing" during the period when the 
treatment decisions were made. 18  However, the same 
court in Dessources P. Good Samaritan Hospita4 19  found 
that the fetal monitor tracings which had been lost were 
not crucial evidence despite the plaintiff’s medical expert’s 
assertions. 

ELECTRONIC SPOLIATION 

While few in number, the New York decisions regard-
ing spoliation of electronically stored information tend to 
follow the time-tested approach to the issue. Here, the 
client will need the assistance of counsel to determine the 
appropriate scope of litigation holds and prevent the inad-
vertent erasure of data important to the client’s legal posi-
tion. Fortunately for most (but clearly not all) litigants, 
forensic information specialists can locate deleted infor-
mation or determine exactly when and by whom the 
information was deleted. Illustrative in this regard is the 
decision in Ingoglia v. Barnes � ’2’ Nobie, 2° where the Court 
dismissed the plaintiff’s complaint after observing that 

Upon the inspection of the hard drive of the 
plaintiff’s home computer, the defendant’s expert 
found that numerous files, images, and folders, as 
well as some history of the plaintiff’s internet 
usage had been deleted between the date the 
defendant demanded inspection of the plaintiff’s 
computer and the date of the inspection. The 
defendant’s expert found that after the defendant 
demanded inspection of the plaintiff’s computer, 
a software program was installed on the comput-
er which was designed to permanently remove 
data from the computer’s hard drive. The defen-
dant’s expert found that even after the court had 
issued an order for the production of the plain-
tiff’s computer for inspection, various data was 
deleted from the computer’s hard drive. 

16 38 A.D.3d 580 (2d Dept. 2007). 	19 65 kD.3d 1088 (2d Dept. 2009). 

17 294 A.D.2d 122 (1st Dept. 2002). 	20  48 A.D.3d 636 (2d Dept. 2008). 
18 303 A.D.2d at 342. 



Where damaging information can seemingly be made 
to disappear with a few clicks of the mouse, the tempta-
tion to a litigant may be overwhelming. The role of the 
attorney is to attempt to protect the client from his or her 
base instincts, if that is possible. Your client needs to know 
that your considerable talents will be devoted to placing 
the evidence in the best possible light, but that if not all of 
the evidence is available, those talents may be unavailing. 

THE ARRAY OF SANCTIONS 

The striking of a pleading is the most severe of the 
sanctions available for spoliation. However, as observed by 
the court in DiDomenico v. C’6-SAeromatik, 2 ’ the Practice 
Commentaries to CPLR §3126 encourage the courts to 
exercise their ingenuity; devising sanctions narrowly tai-
lored to the circumstances of the individual case. Issue 
preclusion is a less onerous sanction and one which is 
appropriate where there are issues unaffected by the spoli-
ation. See, Kerman v. Martin Friedman, CPA. 22  Courts 
have also precluded the spoliator from introducing favor-
able proof regarding the content of documents or other 
records the spoliator has destroyed. 23  The inference per-
mitted by PJI 1:77 General Instruction - Evidence - 
Failure to Produce Documents is an option as well. The 
jury is told that it may infer that the document, if pro-
duced, would not have supported the spoliator on the 
point in issue, and that it may draw the strongest inference 
that the opposing evidence permits. In Anesthesia Associates 
v. Northern Westchester Hospital, 24  the Appellate Division 
supported the lower court’s granting of sanctions for spoli-
ation, but deferred to the time of trial the decision as to 
what the appropriate sanction would be. 

Although it predates Baglio by more than four years, 
the decision in DiDoinenico contains an excellent analysis 
of the wide range of penalties courts may impose upon lit-
igants who do not disclose what the court finds ought to 
have been disclosed. It is evident that the parties and attor-
neys who do not take their responsibilities in discovery 
seriously, who do not determine what documents they had 
and what happened to those they no longer have, and who 
neglect court-ordered disclosure, are more likely than oth-
ers to face sanctions for spoliation. 

PRACTICE TIPS 

The extra steps your client should take to protect potential 
evidence will depend upon the circumstances, but discus-
sion of this topic at an early point is clearly indicated. 

In most cases, the basic parameters of a lawsuit are 
clear from the outset. In those cases, it is a fairly simple 
matter to identify and secure the evidence in the control of 
your client. However, where claims are added later or dis-
covery leads to tangential but important records issues, the 
attorney must reexamine what evidence may be important 
to secure. 

As is generally the case, the attorney should under-
stand how the records of the client are prepared and kept, 
where copies may have been sent, and when record reten-
tion policies may allow records to be destroyed. If the 
record was not always in the exclusive control of the party; 
that fact could determine the level of sanction for its loss or 
whether there will be a sanction at all. 

The last thing an attorney wants to do is to make an 
equivocal representation about evidence demanded which 
may imply that the evidence exists, only to determine later 
that the client cannot conclusively establish whether the 
evidence ever existed or exactly when it ceased to exist. The 
implication that evidence was destroyed after the party was 
on notice of its importance is particularly relevant when 
sanctions are to be imposed. 

Effective advocacy is based on knowledge. If inten-
tional destruction of evidence can be disproved, the atmos-
phere will be less toxic. If the recordkeeping practices of 
your client are understood and the lost records do not 
gather more importance than they deserve, inappropriate 
sanctions for spoliation should rarely be a problem. 

John L.A. Lyddane is a Senior Partner 
and trial attorney at Martin Clearwater & 
Bell LLP. With over 30 years’ legal experi-
ence, he focuses his practice on the 
defense of technical personal injury and 
professional liability actions in state and 
federal trial courts. He has tried over 200 
cases to verdict and has represented 
corporate defendants, insurance carri-
ers, product manufacturers, self-insured 
hospitals, universities, municipalities and 
individual physicians, attorneys, archi-
tects and engineers. 

JOHN L.A. LYDDANE 

Your client’s obligation to preserve evidence attaches as 
soon as it is on notice of potential litigation. Litigation 
holds and advice regarding how to avert spoliation issues 
may be important even before litigation is commenced. 

21 252 A.D.2d 41 (2d Dept. 1998). 	24 44 A.D.3d 975 (2d Dept. 2007). 
22 21 A.D.3d 997 (2d Dept. 2005). 
23 Ortega v. City of New York, 9 N.Y 3d 69 (2007). 
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Ellen B. Fishman is a Partner at Martin 
Clearwater & Bell LLP and head of the 
Firm’s Appellate Department. Ms. 
Fishman has handled hundreds of com-
plex appeals at every level of the state 
and federal courts, including numerous 
cases of first impression. 
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BY: STEVEN M. BERLIN AND JANET 0. LEE 

J 	the past, conventional wisdom held 
American courts were hostile to arbitra- 
tion agreements that deprived an employ-

ee of her day in court. However, in its most recent deci-
sion in this area, Rent-A-Cente’; West, Inc., v. Jackson, the 
United States Supreme Court continued its current trend 
of rulings favorable to workplace arbitration agreements. 

In the past decade, the Supreme Court has consis-
tently enforced arbitration agreements between busi-
nesses and their employees. For example, in the 2001 
case of Circuit City Stores, Inc., v. Adams, the Supreme 
Court held that under the Federal Arbitration Act, most 
arbitration agreements requiring employees to waive 
their right to a jury trial and arbitrate statutory dis-
crimination claims, such as Title VII or ADA claims, 
were enforceable. In 2009, in 14 Penn Plaza LLC, v. 
Steven Pyett, it determined that an arbitration provision 
in a collective-bargaining agreement between an 
employer and a union could be enforced so as to pre-
clude an individual employee from filing a statutory 
discrimination claim in court. 

Most recently, in its June 21, 2010 decision of Rent-
A-Centei; West, Inc., v. Jackson, the Supreme Court decid-
ed that even a challenge to the validity of an arbitration 
agreement may be delegated to an arbitrator. In that case, 
the plaintiff, Antonio Jackson, brought a discrimination 
lawsuit in federal court against Rent-A-Center, his prior 
employer. Rent-A-Center moved to stay the federal court 
proceedings and compel arbitration pursuant to an arbi-
tration agreement that Jackson had signed as a condition 
of his employment. Jackson opposed Rent-A-Center’s 
motion on the ground that the entire arbitration agree-
ment was unenforceable because it was unconscionable 
under Nevada law. 

Such a challenge to the validity of an arbitration 
agreement was typically considered to be in the domain 
of the courts as a threshold "question of arbitrability." 
However, the arbitration agreement at issue in Rent-A-
Center contained a "delegation clause" that specified that 
any dispute concerning its enforceability was to be 
resolved exclusively by an arbitrator. By a 5-4 majority, 
the Supreme Court held that as Jackson had failed to 
specifically challenge the enforceability of the delegation 
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clause and had merely challenged the enforceability of 
the agreement as a whole, the challenge should go to the 
arbitrator, notwithstanding the fact that the challenged 
agreement itself was an arbitration agreement. 

The Supreme Court’s opinion began with an analy-
sis of the Federal Arbitration Act, which states that arbi-
tration is a matter of contract. Under federal substantive 
law, an arbitration clause is severable from the contract in 
which it is contained and may be enforceable even when 
the contract itself is invalid. As such, a challenge to an 
arbitration clause can arise in one of two ways: either the 
arbitration clause itself may be specifically attacked or a 
general attack may be made against the contract which 
contains the arbitration clause. A line of Supreme Court 
cases (Prima Paint Coip. v. Flood 6 Conk/in Mfg. Co.; 
Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna; Preston v. 
Ferrer) has established that only in the first instance - 
where the arbitration clause is specifically attacked - is 
there a ground for a court-determined revocation of the 
arbitration agreement. Where the parties have a general 
contract dispute, the controversy is committed to an 
arbitrator as agreed. 
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What makes the Rent-A-Center case interesting is that 
the underlying contract in dispute was itself an arbitra-
tion agreement, which distinguishes it from the prior 
Supreme Court cases that involved arbitration clauses 
contained within general contracts for services. 
However, the Rent-A-Center Court declared that "it 
ma[de] no difference" that the underlying contract was 
an arbitration agreement and essentially classified the 
delegation clause as a severable mini-arbitration agree-
ment contained within the larger arbitration agree-
ment. As the plaintiff attacked the arbitration agree-
ment in totality, but did not expressly attack the dele-
gation clause within the arbitration agreement that 
specified disputes concerning its enforceability were to 
be settled by an arbitrator, the Court reasoned that the 
clause must be treated as valid and the question of arhi-
trability submitted to the arbitrator. 

At first blush, the Rent-A-Center decision appears 
technical and narrow. However, with this decision, the 
Supreme Court has clearly continued its trend of favoring 
the enforcement of workplace arbitration agreements, as 
litigants are likely to have much more difficulty challeng-
ing the enforceability of specific arbitration clauses than 
any arbitration agreement as a whole. 

This is a trend that is clearly beneficial to employers. 
Arbitration, an informal and private process, allows 
employers to avoid unwanted publicity of the alleged dis-
crimination. Parties have some control over the process, 
and may jointly decide on an arbitrator, the location and 
the "ground rules" for the arbitration. Arbitration can be 
a more efficient, less time-consuming and less costly 
process than litigation, as there are few things that are 
more expensive and disruptive than an employment dis-
crimination trial. Unfortunately, more employees are 
seeking legal redress for real or imagined discriminatory 
acts against them, causing the number of such lawsuits to 
increase at a startling rate. According to one survey, in 
2005 (the last year for which statistics were readily avail-
able) an estimated 550 employment discrimination law-
suits were filed every day in the United States. Of the law-
suits that proceeded to trial, one out of five culminated in 
an award for the employee in the amount of $1 million 
or more. The value and utility of arbitration agreements  

therefore cannot be overstated. 
Employers seeking to take advantage of this trend 

must be mindful that this is a particularly complex area of 
law where the Federal Arbitration Act and federal case law 
intersect with state laws that also affect the enforceability 
of arbitration agreements. For example, in New Jersey, 
the Supreme Court ruled in the 2001 case of Gaiy9nkel v. 
Morristown Obstetrics & Gynecology Assocs. that an agree-
ment to arbitrate a statutory claim must be unambiguous 
and specific. In New York, two 2010 decisions handed 
down by the Court of Appeals have established that if a 
certain provision within an arbitration agreement is 
unenforceable or unconscionable, such as a fee-splitting 
provision that operates to hinder a party’s ability to par-
ticipate in an arbitration, it may be severed upon a case-
by-case determination of fairness (Brady v. The Williams 
Capital Group, Li’) or waived (Ragone v. Atlantic Video. 
Therefore, it is strongly recommended that any employer 
interested in introducing a mandatory arbitration agree-
ment with its employees, or reviewing any existing arbi-
tration agreements in light of the Rent-A-Center decision, 
should seek the counsel and assistance of an experienced 
employment and labor law attorney. 

Steven M. Berlin is a Partner at Martin 
Clearwater & Bell LLP and head of the 
Firm’s Employment and Labor Practice 
Group. Mr. Berlin has over 25 years of 
litigation experience and is a frequent 
author and lecturer on employment in 
New York and New Jersey.  

STEVEN M. BERLIN 

Janet 0. Lee is an Associate at Martin 
’.’ Clearwater & Bell LLP, where she focus-

es her practice on employment and 
labor actions, as well as medical mal-
practice defense. 
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PARTNER ELLEN FISHMAN TO PRESENT 
NEW JERSEY PRACTICE SEMINAR 
On Saturday, October 23, 2010, from 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. in Saddle Brook, NJ, 
Partner and Head of the Firm’s Appellate Department Ellen B. Fishman will teach a 
Continuing Legal Education course on New York Practice for New Jersey attorneys. The 

SO, course will provide a practical guide for New Jersey attorneys who are licensed in New 
York and need to handle matters in the New York court system. Topics will include serv-
ing and filing papers, tracking cases online, defaults, local rules of motion practice and 

ELLEN B. FISHMAN  other relevant topics. Ms. Fishman joins other prominent attorneys, as well as a presid-
ing judge, in teaching this course which will carry both New York and New Jersey CLE 
credits. The course is presented by the New Jersey Institute for Continuing Legal 
Education. For more information or to register, please visit www.njicle.com . 

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR TEAM 
TO PRESENT CLE PROGRAM 

Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP’S Employment and Labor Team, led by Steven M. Berlin, will 
be presenting a CLE program for Lorman Education Services. The program, entitled 
"Understanding the Impact of Healthcare Reform," will be held on Wednesday, October 20, 
2010 in New York, Mr. Berlin as well as Group’s Associates Adam G. Guttell, Bradley J. 
Bartolomeo and Janet 0. Lee will present the program. For more information or to register, 
please visit www.lorman.edu . 

MCB NASSAU OFFICE HAS A 
NEW LOCATION AT 90 MERRICK AVE. 

The Firm’s Nassau Office has relocated from the 6th Floor to the 4th Floor at 90 Merrick 
Avenue. 
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2010 UPDATE - THE NEW RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 
9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Breakfast will be served starting at 8:30 a.m.) 

Helmsley Hotel - Knickerbocker ABC 

Sponsored by: Martin Clearwater &BeIILLT’ 

This 4-credit Ethics CLE will be presented by Martin Clearwater & Bell LEP Senior Partner 
John LA. Lyddane and Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP Ethics Specialist Anthony E. Davis. 

It will cover relevant ethics-related topics such as "Lawyering in a Wireless World," 
"When Your Witness Lies Under Oath," and "Dealing with the Rambo Litigator." 

For flrther information or to register For this event, please contact Lauren Rogers at rogerl@mcbtas’ecoin or 212471-1235. 
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